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Translation of: 

http://www.tautos-balsas.lt/straipsniai/aktualijos/94-kestutis-ceponis-kas-yra-kas-

lietuviskose-antifa-ir-anarchija-kas-jas-remia-bei-finansuoja  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

Who‘s Who in ―Lithuanian‖ Antifa and Anarchija? 

[websites antifa.lt and anarchija.lt, literally ―Who‘s 

Who in ‗Lithuanian‘ Antifa and Anarchy?‖]  

Who Supports and Finances Them? 
 

by Kestutis Čeponis 
29 July 2011 

 

[translation 30 July 2011 incorporating  first three comments provided] 

 

 

 

It is bewildering that no Lithuanian law-enforcement structure in any way 

has taken an interest in the public anti-constitutional, anti-state, anti-

Lithuanian activity of all these leftist extremists and terrorists: ―antifa,‖ 

―anarchists,‖ ―the new left.‖ 

 

So far they are [just] selling [their] Lithuanian citizenship.  But 

before they sell Lithuania... (published by zeppelinus, March 18, 

2011) 

http://zeppelinus2011.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/kol-kas-jie-

parduoda-lietuvos-pilietybe-nupirkim-kol-jie-nepardave-

lietuvos/  

 

Here is the public list  of cosmopolitans, anarchists, ―defenders of sexual 

minorities,‖ ―the new left,‖ selling [their] citizenship in the ―fascist‖ 

Lithuanian state (March 18, 2011): 

―DON‘T CONSENT TO FASCISM: SELL YOUR FASCIST 

LITHUANIAN CITIZENSHIP!‖ 

 

Participating: 

http://www.tautos-balsas.lt/straipsniai/aktualijos/94-kestutis-ceponis-kas-yra-kas-lietuviskose-antifa-ir-anarchija-kas-jas-remia-bei-finansuoja
http://www.tautos-balsas.lt/straipsniai/aktualijos/94-kestutis-ceponis-kas-yra-kas-lietuviskose-antifa-ir-anarchija-kas-jas-remia-bei-finansuoja
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1. Agnė Patackė, Feminist Frontas  

2. Aeon Flux, pseudonym of a [female] leftist extremist 

3. Agnė Bagočiūtė, public servant 

4. Agnė Kyguolytė, art historian, resident of Sweden 

5. Aistė Dirţiūtė, university student 

6. Aivaras Stabingis, baritone in a choir 

7. Aušra Karklytė, journalist  

8. Aušra Kaziliūnaitė, poet, film maker,  Vilnius Pedagogical University 

student 

9. Aurora Fabler, pseudonym of [female] leftist extremist 

10. Aušra Paţėraitė, doctor of history, Judaism expert, lecturer at Vilnius 

University‘s  Religious Studies and Research Center  

11. Darius Pocevičius, Anarchija.lt editor  

12. Dţiastina Laurutytė, model from Kelmė, Lithuania 

13. Donatas Paulauskas, Atgimimas and Delfi writer, non-traditional human 

rights activist [gay rights?] 

14. Dovilė Stonytė, psychologist, Lithuanian Statistics Department census 

taker 

15. Eglė Cornholio,pseudonym of [female] leftist extremist 

16. Elena Dapkūnaitė, German translator  

17. Em Šaraphrodaitė,pseudonym of [female] homosexuality propagation 

activist 

18. Ernestas Nakties Vanduo, (Vandens Zirkles), pseudonym of [male] 

leftist extremist 

19. Evaldas Balčiūnas, historian of anarchism, expert on vagrancy and 

hoboing 

20. Holus-bolus Tadas, pseudonym of [male] leftist extremist 

21. Ignė Ţiemelaitytė, Zemaitijan anarchist 

22. Indrė Kiudelytė,VU student  

23. Indrė Leonavičiūtė, tour escort services expert  
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24. Ing Stanke, pseudonym of [male] homosexuality propagation activist 

25. Kasparas Pocius, Anarchija.lt editor  

26. Mantvydas Cornholio, pseudonym of [male] leftist extremist 

27. Jūratė Bardauskė,, lefty enthusiast of homosexuality propagation 

28. Yevgeniy Pagravinskiy, homosexuality propagation activist 

29. Ramunė Brundzaitė,  work-at-home poet and web writer  

30. Reda Gudaitis (Gudaitytė), Vilnius Pedagogical University philosopher 

[possibly former philosophy student?], US resident 

31. Romuald Bokej, Swedish resident, homosexuality propagation activist 

32. Roberta Raudonė, Feminist Front 

33. Saulius  Januška, activist unknown to society 

33. Simonas Švėgţda, high school student 

34. Tomas Stabingis, Siauliai Universiteto student 

35. Vika Matuzaitė, social pedagogue, organizer of volunteer work 

36. Vytautas Ganusauskas, Netherlands resident  

37. Jelena Miatlik, home-maker  

38. Viktor Stiagg, armchair revolutionary 

 

Five ―enthusiasts‖ (Darius Pocevičius, Kasparas Pocius, Roberta Raudonė 

Agnė Patacke, Mantvydas Cornholio) created this event [group] and over 4 

months collected the names of those who would like to rid themselves of the 

hated citizenship of ―the fascist Republic of Lithuania‖ and receive at least 

minimal material compensation for it as well as offers from potential buyers. 

 

Since some of these sellers are hiding behind pseudonyms, we will remove 

the veils from two of them: Mantvydas Cornholio is Mantvydas Cinikas. 

Mrs. Egle Ciniskienė [presumably his wife], born in 1955, signs pages on 

anarchija.lt as Egle Cornholio. 

 

Zeppelinus [a neo-Nazi blogger‘s pseudonym], so deeply hated by the 

cosmopolitans, determined who the ―head‖ of antifa.lt is: 

 

―If anyone doesn‘t know already, this is a group connected with the pro-

Communist webpage antifa.lt, whose ideologue and one of whose head 
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editors is our well-known Brussels resident and Israeli citizen Sergey 

Kanovich, better known to Lithuanian readers as the writer Sergejus 

Kanovičius on the Catholic webpage Bernadiniai.lt . Incidentally, he 

recently took up the honorable duties of press representative of the 

Lithuanian Jewish Community. 

 

More here: 

 

Is Sergejus Kanovičius a Good Lithuanian Citizen? A Denial 

and an Apology: 

http://zeppelinus.livejournal.com/27004.html  

 

An Expression of Intellectual Incompetence: Facebook Account 

Blogeris Zeppelinus Blocked: 

http://www.tiesiaisviesiai.lt/lietuva/intelektualines-negalios-

apraiska-facebook-akauntas-blogeris-zeppelinus-uzblokuotas  

 

The most interesting thing is that no Lithuanian law-enforcement structure in 

any way has taken an interest in the public anti-constitutional, anti-state, 

anti-Lithuanian activity of all these leftist extremists and terrorists: ―antifa,‖ 

―anarchists,‖ ―the new left.‖ 

 

 

They open plea for selling ―fascist Lithuanian citizenship,‖ in their much-

published little articles they deride the Republic of Lithuania calling her 

―Litchujienija,‖ call for ―smashing the state‖ and so on. 

 

But the liberalcosmpolitans who rule us do not pay attention to this, after all 

these are their own, frequent authors of the cosmopolitan ―Lietrytis‖ [the 

daily newspaper Lietuvos rytas], while the patriots of the Lithuanian State 

and the Lithuanian People, proponents of the Lithuanian Language and 

Lithuanian-ness are a horrible headache to the liberal mankurts insinuating 

themselves in the structures of the State of the Lithuanian People, [a 

headache] which must be derided and destroyed at any cost. 

 

Even by employing the [sort of] terror act which the Mason, antinationalist, 

anti-Christian, admirer of Israel and pederastas carried out... 

 

And who really is this terrorist murderer Breivik? 
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First of all, this Breivik is not in any way a nationalist and not even a Nazi, 

but a Mason cosmopolitan: Anders Behring-Breivik (born 1979) is a 

member of the St. John Lodge in Oslo of the Norwegian Order of Masons, 

St. Olaus T.D. Tre Søiler No. 8, Oslo [a street address?]. 

 

Freemason Anders Behring 

http://www.tv2.no/nyheter/prosjekt/frimurer/losjer/soilene/medlem/8018 9  

 

His own words he left show what his political views are: 

 

―...We must make sure that we cause other cultural conservatives to 

adopt our anti-racist views favorable to homosexuality and Israel. 

When that happens, we will be able to move up to another level.‖ –

comment left by Breivik on document.no on September 14, 2009. 

 

And he shot members of the Norwegian Labor Party only because this party, 

in his opinion, is harmful to Israel and Judeans-Jews and supports 

Palestinian Muslims. 

 

P.S. In general, even his ethnic origins aren‘t clear: it seems his mother was 

a Jewess, and the surname Breivik is wide-spread among well-known Jews 

in Norway. 

 

By the way, Norwegian nationalists are already accusing Breivik of working 

for the Israeli Mossad. It is already known Breivik visited Israel (and also, 

incidentally, Russia—his Manifesto praises Putin highly—and Belarus) and 

there he  was engaged in something unknown—it is already being guessed 

that he did training at a special camp using firearms in urban situations and 

on urban partisan tactics. 

 

This is what the Israeli press is writing about Breivik: 

 

The Israeli daily The Jerusalem Post in the article ―Norway Attack Suspect 

Had Anti-Muslim, Pro-Israel Views‖ calls Breivik‘s views ―pro-

Israeli...right-wing Zionist.‖ 

 

It says he mentions Israel 359 times and Jews 324 times in his manifesto. 

For example, he wrote: ―So let‘s fight together with Israel, together with our 

brother Zionists against all anti-Zionists, against all cultural 

Marxists/multiculturalists.‖ 
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Noted Jewish intellectual Gilad Atzmon in his article ―Was the Massacre in 

Norway a Reaction to BDS?‖ raises the question: 

 

―At this time I cannot firmly blame Israel, its agents or 

volunteer helpers (sayanim), but having collected all the 

information and having considered all the possibilities, it can be 

shown that Anders Behring Breivik might really have been a 

Shabbos goy.‖ 

 

And here is another of the widely reported media myths: that Breivik was 

against ―multiculturalism‖ and that he was a ―right-wing nationalist‖ (and by 

the way, why has the elementary thought not even have occurred to any 

journalist: how can a Mason cosmopolitan be called a nationalist?). 

 

Breivik‘s Manifesto says something completely different... 

 

He was radically predisposed against Muslims exclusively (independent of 

their race), and considered all other immigrants (also independent of their 

race) who, in his opinion, assimilated easily a positive phenomenon. 

 

He hates Muslims, again, for a very specific reason: because they harm 

Israel. And therefore he accused members of the Norwegian Labor Party of 

obsequiousness toward Muslim Palestinians, the enemies of Israel and Jews, 

and for that reason shot them. 

 

Furthermore, Breivik many times has stressed he is an anti-racist, and that he 

considers Muslims (in regard to their faith, not race), racists, neo-Nazis and 

right-wing (―talk‖) nationalists the primary threat to Europe, the European 

Union and Israel. 

 

And here‘s what Breivik really wrote about the ―ethnic nationalists‖ he so 

fiercely hated: 

 

―These parties against immigrants do not mobilize. Instead of doing that, 

they propagate strong right-wing nationalist and incite sentiments directed 

against the European Union, as well as antisemitism (especially Poland‘s 

Self-Defense party and Hungary‘s Life and Justice party), and opposition to 

other ethnic groups, especially Roma (Gypsies),‖ A. B. Breivik writes in his 

Manifesto. 
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In summing up the views of this Mason terrorist, it is totally clear that they 

coincide like two peas in a pod with the ―truths‖ broadly proclaimed by out 

―antifa/anarchists.‖ 

 

Fortunately our ―antifaists‖ still aren‘t shooting people they don‘t like on the 

streets, so far they just beat them with iron bars in the head in the middle of 

the day in the center of Kaunas, as was recently beaten the young academic 

Tadas Kavolis: 

 

Attempted Murder in the Middle of Kaunas: Vytautas Magnus University 

Academic T. Kavolis the Victim of ―Antifa‖ Violence 

http://www.versijos.com/2011/05/11/pasikesinimas-kauno-centre-vdu-

mokslininkas-t-kavolis-%E2%80%93-

%E2%80%9Eantifasistu%E2%80%9C-smurto-auka/ 

 

And openly threaten physical harm to Lithuanian patriots in their many 

comments on anarchija.lt as well as delfi.lt (especially the Russian-language 

version), and other websites... 

 

But the more ―literate‖ cosmopolitans write complaints directly to all 

institutions [saying] that ethnic patriots must be driven out of all 

employment and thus left to die of hunger. 

 

But the press so liberal to our cosmopolitans and the ―human rights 

defenders,‖ speaking broken Lithuanian although in great numbers, pretend 

that they don‘t see any of this and that in general this is nothing but 

―innocent children‘s games‖...  

 

After the all the gravest danger to the ―values‖ of the cosmopolitan 

liberalism is the Lithuanian Language, the Lithuanian People and the 

Independent State of Lithuania: it is the active defenders and proponents of 

these ethnic and fundamental state values who are daily cursed by the liberal 

cosmopolitans in their newspapers and on their websites, calling for banning, 

destroying and driving them out of work and out of the military and in 

general putting them in prison... 

 

This is what Lithuania has come to, governed for twenty years by traitors 

and cosmopolitans, who have rebranded themselves from the Communist 
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Youth, the Communist Party Central Committee secretary-nomenklaturists 

and KGB reserves. 

 

In closing, a rhetorical question: how much more will the Lithuanian People 

suffer this disgusting daily derision of the State of the Lithuanian People and 

the People themselves, of all Lithuanian-ness? 

 

Because it is impossible to work with the mankurts now governing the State 

of the Lithuanian People. 

 

The Lithuanian People created the Lithuanian State (and thrice recreated it 

during the 20th century after seizure by enemies) in order to defend the vital 

interests of the People and to thrive on the land of their ancestors. 

 

But the retarded cosmopolitan mankurts who have run Lithuania for twenty 

years now seek to destroy the Lithuanian People, the Lithuanian Language 

and Lithuanian-ness overall, and the more things go on, the more stubbornly 

[do they seek to accomplish this]. 

 

Haven‘t they done everything in order to make Lithuanians leave the land of 

their forefathers never to return? And aren‘t those patriots who stay in 

Lithuania and attempt to preserve Lithuanian-ness persecuted in every 

manner and decried for every and any Lithuanian activity? 

 

Lithuanians, wake up and take a good look at the cosmopolitan mankurts 

who govern the State of the Lithuanian People... 

 

We are compelled to create such a massive People‘s Party that it will be 

capable of sweeping all these liberal-cosmopolitan mankurts who are 

comprehensively destroying the Lithuanian Language, the Lithuanian People 

and the Independent State of Lithuania into the dustbin of history. 

 

Everyone who cares about Lithuanian-ness—the preservation and 

celebration of the Lithuanian People, Language, Dialects, Culture, Nature, 

Heritage, Family and Morality in the State of Lithuania, ethnic Lithuanian 

lands and in exile—must unite and work together. 

 

Enough sleeping and running away to other countries! It is not milk and 

honey there either. 
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The strength of the People lies not in the homogeneity of its members, but in 

unity seeking the main goal: the prosperity of the People. 

 

So let‘s unite, Lithuanians! 

 

 Kestutis Čeponis is a member of the board of directors of the Lithuanian 

Nationalist Center 

 

Comments 

 

[rating:] 0 

[by] Ku_Klux_Klan, July 29, 2011 11:17 PM 

[We] still need to constantly publicize the names of judges who convict 

[internet] commentators unfriendly to pederasts, the names of prosecutors 

who bring such cases and others to make a list of retarded anti-state 

individuals and to name their ―achievements‖... 

 

[rating] -2 

[by] Ku_Klux_Klan, July 29, 2011 11:07 PM 

Sniper, 38 [caliber] ammunition, and the end. It can be done more subtly,-on 

the cross and letting smoke out,... do you really not know how this is done? 

who needs talk, [we] need to work accurately and that‘s all... 

 

[rating] +2 

[by] Ţygeivis, July 29, 2011 5:24 PM 

Here‘s another fact that‘s come to light: 

 

The night after the massacre, when A. Breivik was [already] arrested, 

someone changed his profile on Facebook, writing ―Christian and 

conservative.‖ 

 

Who did that and why? 

 

It still isn‘t clear, and the Norwegian police and security are also remaining 

silent... 

 


